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Introduction. Let G be a complex analytic group, and let A be the repre-

sentation space of a finite-dimensional complex analytic representation of G.

We consider the cohomology for G in A, such as would be obtained in the

usual way from the complex of holomorphic cochains for G in A. Actually,

we shall use a more conceptual categorical definition, which is equivalent to

the explicit one by cochains. In the context of finite-dimensional representation

theory, nothing substantial is lost by assuming that G is a linear group. Under

this assumption, it is the main purpose of this paper to relate the holomorphic

cohomology of G to Lie algebra cohomology, and to the rational cohomology,

in the sense of [1], of algebraic hulls of G. This is accomplished by using

the known structure theory for complex analytic linear groups in combination

with certain easily established results concerning the cohomology of semidirect

products. The main results are Theorem 4.1 (whose hypothesis is always

satisfied by a complex analytic linear group) and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. These

last two theorems show that the usual abundantly used connections between

complex analytic representations of complex analytic groups and rational

representations of algebraic groups extend fully to the superstructure of coho-

mology.

1. Holomorphic maps. We recall some of the elementary facts concerning

(Hausdorff) topological vector spaces over the field C of the complex numbers.

Every finite-dimensional subspace of such a topological vector space is closed

and topologically isomorphic with a Cn. If A is a locally convex topological

vector space over C then every neighborhood of 0 in A contains a neighborhood

of 0 that is not only convex but also stable under the multiplications with

complex numbers of absolute value not exceeding 1. Such a neighborhood is
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called a dished convex neighborhood. We recall also that the continuous linear

functionals on A separate the points of A.

If the topological vector space A is not only locally convex but also com-

plete then there is available an adequate integration theory for A-valued func-

tions (c.f. [0], Prop. 2, §4, and Remarque (l), pp. 81-82). Specifically, let 5

be a compact topological space, and let F(S, C) and F(S, A) denote the spaces

of all continuous maps of S into C or A, respectively. Suppose that / : FiSy C)

->C is an integral with the usual properties, i.e., / is C-linear, commutes

with the complex conjugation, sends non-negative real-valued functions onto

non-negative real numbers and is continuous with respect to the uniform

topology on F (S, C). Then there is one and only one linear map / : F(S, A)

->A such that r(/(/)) = /(r°/) for every / in F\S, A) and every continuous

linear functional γ on A, and / is continuous with respect to the uniform

topology on F(5, A).

We give a brief discussion of convergence of series in a complete locally

convex topological vector space A. Let K be a set of indices, and let k~>ak

be a map of K into A. We say that (ak)kz=κ is a Cauchy series in A if, given

any neighborhood V of 0 in A, there is a finite subset K( V) of K such that,

for every finite subset L of K not meeting K\V), Σk^iak^ V. Since A is

complete, a Cauchy series (ak)kεκ has a unique sum 'Σke=κak in A, which is

determined by the property that, for every neighborhood V of 0 in A, there

is a finite subset K*{V) of K such that "ΣkE-Ldk^ V-\ Σk<=κak for every finite

subset L of K that contains K*(V).

Now let us consider a formal integral power series P(XU . . , Xn) =

*ΣXΐ{' * mXena{eu . . , en) with coefficients a(eu - . . , en) in A. Suppose that

bι> . . . , bn are positive real numbers and that the series of terms bl1- -ben

a(eι> . . . , en) is a Cauchy series in A. Using that every neighborhood of 0

in A contains a disked convex neighborhood of 0, one sees easily that if

(ci, . . . , Cn) is any ^-tuple of complex numbers such that \c t\<bi for each i

then the series of terms c?ι ce

n

na{eι, . . . , en) is a Cauchy series, and thus

has a unique sum p(cu . . . , cn) in A. Thus P determines a map p of the

open box B in Cn defined by the system of inequalities \a\<bi, /= 1, . . . , « ,

into A. Moreover, one sees at the same time that the convergence of the

family of finite sums of terms cV" c%na(ei, . . . , en) to p(cu . . . , cn) is
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uniform on every compact subset of B. We shall call p the power series map

of B into A that is represented by the formal power series PiXu . . . , Xn).

It is easily seen that the formal partial derivatives Di(P){Xu - , Xn) and

the formal partial antiderivatives DJ1(P){Xί, . . . , Xn) again represent power

series maps of B into A, that the power series maps of B into C constitute a

C-algebra P(B, C), and that the totality P(B, A) of all power series maps of

B into A becomes a P(B, C) -module in the natural way.

Now let M be a complex analytic manifold. A map / of M into the complete

locally convex topological vector space A is called holomorphic if, for every

point m of M, there is a chart μ : V-^μ(V)c:Cn of M at m such that f°μ~1

is a power series map of μ(V) into A. If 5 is an arbitrary topological vector

space then by a holomorphic map of M into 5 we shall mean a finite sum of

holomorphic maps of M into complete locally convex subspaces of 5. The

space Fh(M, S) of all holomorphic maps of M into 5 is a module over the C-

algebra FH(M, C) of all holomorphic complex-valued functions on M in the

natural way.

If p : S -»A is a continuous linear map of S into a complete locally convex

topological vector space A then we have evidently p°Fh(M, S)c:Fh{M, A).

Similarly, if -η : M->N is an analytic map of M into another complex analytic

manifold N then Fh(N, 5 ) ^ c f t ( M , S). The Cauchy integral formulae are

valid and can be used as usual to obtain the following facts. If μ : V-+B is

a chart of M, with 2? = MF) an open box in Cw, and if / is a holomorphic

map of the open submanifold V of M into S then foμ~ι is actually a power

series map of B into S. If A is a complete locally convex topological vector

space then the compact-open topology makes Fh^M, A) a complete locally convex

topological vector space.

2. Holomorphic modules for complex analytic groups. Let G be a complex

analytic group. By a holomorphic G-module we mean a topological vector space

A over C, together with a continuous map GxA-^A, written (g, a)->g*a,

making A into a continuous G-module in the usual sense and having the fol-

lowing additional property if a e A and fa denotes the map of G into A given

by fa(g) =g'a then fa is a holomorphic map of G into A One sees easily

that if FA(G, A) is endowed with the compact-open topology then the map

a->fa of A into ΛlG, A) is continuous. We make FΛ(G, A) into a continuous
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G-module by defining, for / in Fh(G, A) and x in G, the transform x f by

(x f)(y) = f(yx). It is not difficult to show that, actually, this makes FA(G, A)

into a holomorphic G-module.

A holomorphic G-module / is said to be holomorphically injective if it has

the following property: let V be a holomorphic G-module, let U be a G-sub-

module of V that is a direct topological vector space summand of F, and let

μ be a continuous G-module homomorphism of £7 into / then μ can be extended

to a continuous G-module homomorphism of V into /. The following proposi-

tion is basic for our purposes.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be a complex analytic group, and let S be a complex

analytic subgroup of G. Suppose that there is a complex analytic map p : G -»S

such that pigs) = p(g)s for every g in G and every s in S. Let A be a complete

locally convex topological vector space over C. Then the holomorphic S-module

Fh(G> A) is holomorphically injective.

Proof. Let V be a holomorphic S-module, and let a be a continuous linear

projection of V onto an S-submodule U of V. Let μ be a continuous S-module

homomorphism of U into JF/»(G, A). We must show that μ can be extended

to a continuous 5-module homomorphism of V into FA(G, A). For every

elements of F, define themapr(^) of Ginto A by 7 (*;)(#) = /«(<;( pίΛO i ΌUpίtfΓ1).

The map x-*p(x) v is a holomorphic map of G into V. Since μ°a is

continuous and FA(G, A) is locally convex and complete, it follows that the

map x-+μ{σ(p(x) v)) is a holomorphic map of G into FΛ(G, A), whence we

see that γ(v) ^FhiG, A). Moreover, γ is evidently a linear map, and it is

easy to see that it is continuous. Finally, one verifies directly that γ coincides

with μ on U and that γ is an 5-module homomorphism, which completes the

proof of Proposition 2.1.

LEMMA 2.2. Let Q be a closed connected subgroup of the complex analytic

group G, and let Q* denote the smallest closed complex analytic subgroup of G

containing Q. Suppose that f is a holomorphic map of G into the complete locally

convex topological vector space A such that f(Q) = (0). Then also f(Q*) = (0).

Proof It suffices to show that (r°/MQ*) = (0) for every continuous com-

plex linear functional γ on A. Hence we may assume without loss of generality

that / is an ordinary complex-valued holomorphic function on G. Let L denote
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the complex analytic subgroup of G whose Lie algebra is CJz^(Q), where

j2f(Q) is the real Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra of G that corresponds to

the real analytic subgroup Q of G. Since f(Q) = (0), / is annihilated by the

canonical action of Jzf(Q). Hence / is annihilated also by the Lie algebra

CJzfiQ) of L, whence / is constant on L, so that f{L) = (0). Hence/vanishes

also on the closure of L in G. Repeating this argument with the closure of

L in G taking the place of Q, etc., we reach the conclusion /(©*) = (0) in a

finite number of such steps. Thus Lemma 2. 2 is established.

In the notation of Lemma 2.2, we shall say that Q is an ample subgroup

of G if Q* = G. Our results on the holomorphic cohomology of complex analytic

groups are based on the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that the complex analytic group G has an ample

connected compact subgroup Q. Then every complete locally convex holomorphic G-

module is holomorphically injective.

Proof. Let A be a complete locally convex holomorphic G-module, and let

V be a holomorphic G-module having a continuous linear projection a onto a

G-submodule U. Let μ be a continuous G-module homomorphism of U into A.

We must show that μ extends to a continuous G-module homomorphism of V

into A.

For every element v of V, define the map r/υ of Q into A by ηυ(q) =

q~1 μ(σ(q v)). Clearly, -qυ lies in the space F{Q, A) of all continuous maps of

Q into A, and the map υ-+ ηυ is continuous with respect to the uniform topology

on F(Q, A). Note that F(Q, A) is complete and locally convex, and let/g

denote the ^4-valued integral on F(Q, A) that corresponds to the normalized

Haar integral on F(Q, C). Then the map p defined by p(v) ̂ JQ(VV) is a con-

tinuous linear map of V into A. If v lies in U then ηυ is the constant map

Q-^A with value μ(v), whence p coincides with μ on U. It remains only to

show that p is a G-module homomorphism.

If q* denotes the linear automorphism of A effected by the element q of

Q we have -ηQ.v = q*° (q Vv). Hence JQ(ΌQ.V) = # /g(# W Because of the trans-

lation invariance of the Haar integral, we have JQ(Q'VU) =/g^y) Hence p(q v)

-q<piv). Now consider the map τϋ : G-*A defined by τv(x) =x p(v) - pix v).

C l e a r l y , τυ i s h o l o m o r p h i c . O u r l a s t r e s u l t m e a n s t h a t τv(Q) = (0). B y L e m m a
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2.2, we have therefore τυ = 0, which means that p is a G-module homomorphism.

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3.

An exact sequence -* Ai-* An-i-* * * of holomorphic G-modules Ai

and continuous G-module homomorphisms ai is said to be strongly exact if the

kernel of each ai is a direct topological vector space summand of Ai. Let A

be a complete locally convex holomorphic G-module, and let a be the map

A-*FH(G, A) given by a (a) =fG, where fa(x) = x a for every x in G. Evidently,

α: is a continuous G-module monomorphism. Moreover, the map/->/(l) is a

continuous linear map of FA(G, A) into A sending each fa back onto a. By

Proposition 2 1, FhiG, A) is a holomorphically injective holomorphic G-module.

Moreover, Fh(G, A) is complete and locally convex, whence F/»(G, A)/a(A)f

which is isomorphic to a direct topological vector space summand of Fh(G, A),

is also complete and locally convex. Clearly, it follows that Fh(G, A)/a(A)

is a holomorphic G-module. By iterating the above construction, with

FhiG, A)/a(A) in the place of A, etc., we obtain a strongly exact sequence

(0) -* A -» XQ(A ) -»• Xi(A) -»- , where each X, ( A) is a holomorphically injective

holomorphic G-module. We call such a sequence a holomorphically injective resolu-

tion of A From such a resolution, we obtain a complex of topological vector

spaces (0) ->Xo(A)G-*XΛA)G-+ , where Z/(A)G denotes the G-fixed part of

Xi(A). The homology space H{X{A)G) of this complex is, to within natural

isomorphisms, independent of the particular choice of the resolution X(A).

We denote it by Hh(G, A) and call it the holomorphic cohomology space for G

in A.

3. Semidirect products. We prove a theorem which reduces the determina-

tion of the holomorphic cohomology of a linear complex analytic group to the

case of a simply connected solvable complex analytic group.

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the complex analytic group G is a semidirect

product P if, where K is normal in G and P has a connected compact ample sub-

group Q. Let A be a complete locally convex holomorphic G-module. Then, for

each dimension n, the cohomology restriction map of H^iG, A) into the G-fixed

part (HnhKK, A))G of the holomorphic cohomology space for K in A is a topological

vector space isomorphism of H^G, A) onto a subspace of (H^ίK, A))G. If

H'hiK, A) is a finite-dimensional Hausdorjf space then the restriction image of

HliG, A) coincides with (Hn

h{K7 A)f\
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Proof. Let (0)-*A >Xo-^Xi-^ be a holomorphically injective resolu-

tion of the holomorphic G-module A such that each Xi is complete and locally

convex; we have seen at the end of Section 2 that such a resolution exists.

Since Xi is holomorphically injective, it is a direct G-module and topological

vector space summand of Fh(G, Xi). Since Xi is complete and locally convex,

so is Fh(G, Xi). Hence we may apply Proposition 2.1 to conclude that Fh(G, Xi)

is holomorphically injective also as a if-module. The same is therefore true

for Xi, so that our above resolution is also a holomorphically injective reso-

lution of A as a holomorphic if-module. Hence the restriction map Hh(G, A)

-*(HhiK, A))G is realized by the map p : H(XG)-*H(XK) that is induced

by the injection XG-*XK. For an element x of an Xf, denote by fx the map

of Q into Xf given by fx(q) = q x. Let / denote the integral on i*\Q, Xf) that

corresponds to the normalized Haar integral on Q (note that Xf is complete

and locally convex, because it is closed in Xi). Now put τ(x) = /(/*). Then

τ(x) is a Q-ήxeά element of Xf, and it follows from Lemma 2.2 that τ(x) is

actually P-fixed. Hence τ(χ) ^ Xf and it is now clear that r is a continuous

linear projection of Xf onto Xf. Moreover, if di is the given G-module ho-

momorphism Xi-+Xi+i we have di°fx = fdt{x), whence di°τ-τ°di. Hence τ

induces a continuous linear map r* : HKXK) ^HκXG)y and evidently r*°p is

the identity map on H{XG). This establishes the first part of Theorem 3.1.

Now let Z(Xn) denote the kernel of dn in X5, and consider the exact

s e q u e n c e (0) -dn-i(Xn-i) -*Z(X%) ->H^iK, A)-+(0). If Hh(K, A) i s a finite-

dimensional Hausdorff space the exactness here implies that dn-AXKn-i) is

a direct topological vector space summand of Z(Xn). Since ZiXn) is a

closed P-submodule of Xn, it is a holomorphic P-module. Hence i - i d l i )

is also a holomorphic P-module. Moreover, it is complete and locally convex.

By Proposition 2.3, it is therefore holomorphically injective as a P-module.

Hence it is not only a direct topological vector space summand of Z{X?t) but

also a direct holomorphic P-module summand. Hence it is evident that

(Hn

h(K, A))p is the image of Z(Xξ)F\ i.e., that (Hn

h{K, A))G is the image of

Z(Xn), so that the restriction map Hn

h(G, A) - (#*(#, A))G is surjective. This

completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

4. Simply connected solvable analytic groups. We must briefly review the

basic facts concerning the holomorphic differential forms on a complex analytic
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group G. The details we omit can be found in [3, § 6]. Let T denote the

Fh(G, O-module consisting of the holomorphic tangent vector fields on G.

The group G acts on T from the right as follows. Let τ be an element of T,

and let x be an element of G. Then the transform τ x is defined by associating

with each open subset U of G the corresponding derivation (τ x)u of the C-

algebra of the holomorphic functions on U. If / is such a function we put

(τ x)υ(f) - τχ-w(f°tχ)°tχ\ where tx denotes the translation y-+ xy that is ef-

fected by x on G. Then the Lie algebra ^f(G) of G consists precisely of the

G-fixed elements of T, and the canonical map of the tensor product

Fh(G, C)®rJ2f(G) into T is bijective.

Let A be a complete locally convex holomorphic G-module. For every

positive integer q, Jet DQ(T, A) denote the FΛ(G, C)-module of all FΛ(G, O-

multilinear alternating maps of the ^-tuples of elements of T into Fh(G, A).

We put D°(Ty A) = Fh(Gi A), and we let ZKΓ, A) denote the direct sum

of the Fh(G, C)-modules D*(T, A). The elements of D{T, A) are called the

holomorphic differential forms for G in A. Now D{T, A) is made into a com-

plex by introducing the differential operator δ : DQ(T, A)^DQ+1(T, A) given

by the familiar formula

δ(ac)(τo, . . . , τg) = Σ/ = o( ~ lYτi(cc(τo, . . . , r, , . . . , r^)
+ Tsl, ro, . . . , rr, . . . , fs, . . . , τQ)

Here, r(/), with τ in T and / in FA(G, Λ), is the element of FhiG, A)that is

obtained by applying τ locally to the power series functions obtained from the

restrictions of / to domains of suitable charts of G.

We define a right G-module structure on FH(G, A) by {f x)(y) =x~1 f(xy).

Then one defines a G-module structure on each DQ(T> A) by putting

(x ccHπ, . . . , rβ) = α(r1 ,̂ . . . , τQ-x)-x~\ Identify T w i t h ^ ί G , C)<g>cJ5zflG).

Then we see at once that DQ{T, A) may be identified with EQ®cFh(G, A),

where Eq denotes the homogeneous component of degree q of the exterior

C-algebra built over the dual of Jzf{G). The G-module structure of DΊ(T, A)

is then given simply by x (e®f) ^eφif x'1). We topologize DQ(T, A) by

giving it the coarsest topology for which all the maps oc-*oc(τu . - , τQ) axe

continuous from Dη(T, A) to Fh(G, A). Then Dq(T, A), by the identification

with EQ®cFh(G, A), becomes topologically isomorphic with the 4irect sum of
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nq copies of FhiG, A), where nq is the dimension of Eq. Thus Dη(T, A) is a

complete locally convex topological vector space. We define an involution /-»/'

on FhiG, A) by putting fix) = X'fix'1). Evidently, this is a topological vector

space automorphism of FhiG, A), and we have f x~ι = U / ' ) ' . Thus FhiG, A),

with the G-module structure f-^f'x'1, is isomorphic with the G-module FhiG, A)

as used before. Hence each DqiT, A) is a holomorphically injective holo-

morphic G-module. One verifies directly that δ is a continuous G-module ho-

momorphism DqκT, A)->Dq+1{T, A).

Now suppose that G is a simply connected and solvable complex analytic

group. Then, as a complex analytic manifold, G is isomorphic with a Cn.

Since the ordinary integration of continuous complex-valued functions on the

closed interval [0, 1] extends to a continuous integral F(L09 1], Dq{G, A))

-+DqiG, A), it is clear that the usual constructive proof of the Poincare

Lemma applies here and gives a continuous C-linear contracting homotopy

DqτliG, A)-*DqiG, A), D°(G, A)^A for the complex D{G, A), augmented

by the map A-*D°(G, A) = FhiG, A) sending each element a of A onto the

constant function with value a. Hence the augmented complex A^D°iG, A)

-* is a holomorphically injective resolution of the holomorphic G-module

A, so that Hh(G, A) may be identified with H(D{T, A)G), in this case. But

DQiT, A)G is simply Eq®cA*9 where A* is the image of A in FhiG, A) under

the map a-*fa, where fa(x) =x a. The Jz^(G)-module structure of FhiG, A)

that is involved in the above formula for the differential operator δ stabilizes

A* and corresponds, via the isomorphism A-+A*, to the ^(G)-module struc-

ture of A that is induced from the holomorphic G-module structure of A.

Hence it is clear that the identification of A* with A identifies the complex

DiT, A)G with the standard complex whose homology is the Lie algebra coho-

mology space H(JzfiG), A). If A is finite-dimensional this shows also that

HhiG, A), with its natural structure as a topological vector space, is a finite-

dimensional Hausdorff space.

Generally, if G is any complex analytic group and A is a holomorphic G-

module then we may regard a holomorphically injective resolution of A as an

acyclic complex X of modules for the universal enveloping algebra UiJz?{G))

of JzfiG). Given a UiJzfiG))-injective resolution Y of the J^lG)-module A,

there is a unique homotopy class of homomorphisms of UiJ^f(G))-module
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complexes X-+Y, inducing the natural homomorphism Hh(G, A^-^

Because of its naturality, this is compatible with the action of analytic

group automorphisms on Hh(G, A) and H(J^(G), A). Combining our last

result for simply connected solvable groups with Theorem 3.1, we have

therefore the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the complex analytic group G is a semidirect

product P'K, where K is a simply connected solvable analytic group, normal in G,

and P has an ample connected compact subgroup Q. Let Abe a finite-dimensional

holomorphic G-module. Then the restriction map Hh(G, A) ->(Hh(K, A))G\ followed

by the natural map (HΊiK, A))G ^(H(Jzf(K), A))G is an isomorphism of

Hh(G, A) onto (H{^{K)t A))G.

5. Linear complex analytic groups. First, let us consider an irreducible

algebraic complex linear group G. Let ΛAG) denote the maximum normal

unipotent subgroup of G. There is a fully reducible algebraic subgroup P of

G such that G is the semidirect product P-N(G). Moreover, P has a connected

compact subgroup Q such that the real Lie algebra of Q spans the Lie algebra

of P over C [5, Th. 6.1]. Let A be a finite-dimensional rational G-module.

Regarding G as a complex analytic group and A as a holomorphic G-module,

and noting that N(G) is a simply connected solvable (even nilpotent) complex

analytic group, we may apply Theorem 4.1 to conclude that the natural map

Hh(G, A)-*(H(J*f(N(G)), A))G is an isomorphism.

On the other hand, let us consider the rational cohomology of G, as treated

in [1]. This is based on the category of rational G-modules, i.e., sums of

finite-dimensional representation spaces of rational representations of G, and

C-linear G-module homomorphisms, and it does not involve any topology on

the rational G-modules. If H? denotes rational cohomology and A is a finite-

dimensional rational G-module one has, analogously to Theorem 4.1, that the

natural map H?(G, A)-* (H{J2f{N{G))y A))G is an isomorphism [1, Th. 5.2].

Now, given any rational G-module M, we may endow M with the coarsest

topology making all C-linear maps M->C continuous. Then M evidently

becomes a topological vector space and, since it is a locally finite G-module,

it thus becomes a holomorphic G-module. Moreover, every exact sequence of

such modules is evidently strongly exact. It follows that there is a natural
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map HP(G, M) -* Hh(G, M), obtained in the usual way from any continuous

homomorphism of complexes from a rationally injective resolution of M into

a holomorphically injective resolution of M. Hence our above results for

Hh(G, A) and for HP(G, A) give the following result.

THEOREM 5.1. Let G be an irreducible algebraic complex linear group, and

let A be a finite-dimensional rational G-module. Then the natural map

H?(Gy A)->H/t{G, A) is an isomorphism.

Now let G be any linear complex analytic group. We recall that G has

a semidirect product decomposition G = P ϋf, where K is a simply connected

solvable normal complex analytic subgroup of G and P is a reductive complex

analytic group, i.e., a group of the same type as the group denoted by P in

our above discussion of algebraic linear groups [2, Th. 4.2]. By an algebraic

hull of G we mean an algebraic complex linear group L containing G as a

complex analytic subgroup and such that G is algebraically dense in L. Let

A be a finite-dimensional holomorphic G-module. It is known from the ele-

mentary theory of the algebra of representative functions on G that there is

an algebraic hull G* of G having the following two properties: (1) every

complex analytic homomorphism of G into the additive group C of the complex

numbers extends to a rational homomorphism of G* into C (2) the given

representation of G on A extends to a rational representation of G* on A.

Moreover, every algebraic hull G* of G = P K satisfying (1) has a semidirect

product decomposition G* = P* K, in the sense of complex analytic groups,

where P* is a fully reducible algebraic subgroup of G* containing P. For this,

see the proof of Th. 4.5 and the note following it in [4].

By Theorem 4.1, the natural map HhiG*, A)-*iH(J2f(K), A))0* is an

isomorphism. Using that the adjoint representation of G* is a rational

representation and that the representation of G* on A is a rational representa-

tion, one sees easily by examining the standard complex giving H{Jzf(K)y A)

that H{Jzf(K), A) is a rational G^-module. Since G is algebraically dense in

G*, it follows therefore that (H(Jzf(K)y A))G* = (H(^f(K), A))G.

Now we have a natural map H?{G*y A) -* HhiG, A), namely the natural

map H?(G*, A)-+HhlG*, A) followed by the restriction map Hh(G*, A)^

HH(G, A), and we know from Theorem 5.1 that the first of these two maps is an

isomorphism. If we follow up the second map with the natural map HH(G, A)
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->(H{J2f(K), A))G=(H(J^(K), A))°* we obtain the natural map Hh(G*, A)

-+ (H(Jzf{K), A))G*. Since these maps are isomorphisms, we have therefore

the following result.

THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a linear complex analytic group, A a finite-dimensional

holomorphic G-module. There is an algebraic hull G* of G such that the represen-

tation of G on A extends to a rational representation of G* on A and every complex

analytic homomorphism of G into C extends to a rational homomorphism of G*

into C. For such an algebraic hull G*, the natural map HP(G*, A)-+Hh(G, A)

is an isomorphism.

The following example shows that, in Theorem 5.2, the condition that the

complex analytic homorphisms of G into C extend to rational homomorphisms

of G* into C is not superfluous. Let G be the additive group C of the complex

numbers. If we identify C with the multiplicative group of matrices \Λ ίC)
u e I

we see that G has an algebraic hull G* that is isomorphic with the direct

product of two copies of the multiplicative group of the non-zero complex

numbers. Thus G* is a fully reducible algebraic linear group, whence

iίp(G*, A) = 10) for all rational G*-modules A and all n> 0. On the other hand,

by Theorem 4.1, Hh(G, A) is isomorphic with H(Jzf(G), A) for every finite-

dimensional holomorphic G-module A. In particular, if A is the 1-dimensional

trivial G*-module we have therefore H\(G, A)*(0).
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